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eaders of this review of “Un-
hinged: The Trouble With Psy-
chiatry” by Daniel J. Carlat (New

York: Free Press, 2010) should know up
front that it was written by a psy-
chopharmacologist who continues to do
“promotional” presentations for phar-
maceutical companies. Why, you may
wonder, would a person who is consid-
ered by some to be a “paid puppet” or a
“hired gun” undertake such a
project? 

I agreed to write this, in
part, because of Dr. Carlat’s
concession that there might
be “some company speakers
out there who are able to be
completely honest about the
sponsor’s drug.”

I also agree with much of
what he says. 

“Unhinged” is not a treatise
for professionals. Its intended
audience is the general pub-
lic—which might explain the frequent use
of graphic embellishment in what is in-
tended to be an exposé of “deeply dis-
turbing problems” confronting the psy-
chiatric profession and, in particular, its
relationship to the pharmaceutical in-
dustry. He has explored these themes
many times—in publications such as the
New York Times (“Dr. Drug Rep,” New
York Times Magazine, Nov. 25, 2007),
and CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY NEWS (“Physi-
cians, Big Pharma, and Deception,” April
2008, p. 9), and on his blog (http://car-
latpsychiatry.blogspot.com).

In his new book, Dr. Carlat bemoans
the shift in recent years from a human-
istic psychotherapeutic approach to treat-
ment that focuses on a “pill for every ill,
move along quickly, but pay your bill”
(my quote). I agree that the 15-minute

med check is less than ideal for many pa-
tients and that the best practice is to in-
tegrate psychological and social factors
with pharmacotherapy. 

However, Dr. Carlat’s contentions
can prove contradictory. For example,
in the first chapter, he says, “psy-
chopharmacologists rarely do thera-
py.” Later, he concedes that “to be fair,
most psychopharmacologists do, in

fact, provide therapy to
most of their patients.”

Let us move on to what is
on target about Dr. Carlat’s
“Unhinged.” He is justifiably
critical of clinicians who only
push pills, who focus treat-
ment only on diagnostic
codes rather than the patient
as a whole, who have little
time for comprehensive diag-
nosis, and who do not criti-
cally evaluate the information
they receive and its sources.

He is justifiably concerned about the
controversial DSM-5, and indignant
about certain pharmaceutical company
practices and relationships. 

Dr. Carlat writes with a flourish that
“when motivated by the scent of vast
new markets,” companies have “proven
themselves adept at trumping up meager
findings in order to convince doctors to
prescribe their drugs.” (He points out
abuses such as the off-label marketing of
drugs; ghostwriting of articles; and pub-
lishing only positive data while sweeping
negative outcomes under the carpet
(bowing to external pressures, some
companies now make study results avail-
able on the Internet). He presents ex-
amples of how drug companies have
manipulated the “medical publishing
world” for marketing purposes. 

He then confronts the “hired guns”
who populate drug company speaker
bureaus and have other intimate rela-
tionships with industry. People, Dr. Car-
lat says, who have “allowed themselves
to become paid puppets of the pharma-
ceutical industry.” He enthusiastically
presents his perspective on some of
them.

He quotes a former drug company
representative stating “key opinion lead-
ers were salespeople for us ... if that
speaker didn’t make the impact the com-
pany was looking for, then you wouldn’t
invite them back.” (That has happened to
me over the years.)

Still, I disagree with Dr. Carlat’s ten-
dency to use the same brush to tar virtu-
ally everyone who has a pharmaceutical
company relationship. I also disagree with
the contention that drug prescribing is a

random, “pick a drug, any drug” trial-and-
error procedure and that psychopharma-
cology is an uncomplicated endeavor. 

Psychiatry has its problems, and as a
conclusion to his very readable book,
Dr. Carlat offers solutions, advocating
that we become “psychological heal-
ers,” and describing prescribing psy-
chologists (yes, psychologists) as “close
to the ideal mental health professional.”
His solutions will generate controversy
within and beyond the psychiatric pro-
fession, but his statement that “the real
solution is to make the profession more
impressive and scientific” should res-
onate well with everyone. 

Postscript: Dr. Carlat notes that the re-
ceipt of any gift, no matter how small, in-
stills a feeling of reciprocity. That in mind,
I confess that I received a free copy of his
book—but I did write the first draft of the
review with an unbranded pen. ■

DR. JEFFERSON is director of Healthcare
Technology Systems Inc., Madison, Wis.,
and clinical professor of psychiatry at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. He is
board certified in psychiatry and internal
medicine.
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“Everything in excess is opposed to nature.” 
– Hippocrates

We want a quick fix for everything. The current era
of fast-paced technology, fast food, fast-acting

drugs, and fast fixes for disease leading to a
fast buck has stirred a vicious cycle. Yet, Hip-
pocrates believed that disease is the product
of several factors: environment, diet, and liv-
ing habits.

Considering the complexity of human
beings, “fixing” those with mood disorders,
anxiety, and phobias with state-of-the-art
medications after a lecture on their side ef-
fects is not the answer. 

The altered state in which these medica-
tions can leave our patients can lead to cat-
astrophic changes elsewhere if one does
not understand the nonlinear nature of the
human body. The “butterfly effect,” a mathematical
model introduced by Edward N. Lorenz, Ph.D., the late
mathematician and meteorologist, is a good example
of this principle. 

Dr. Lorenz showed that a tiny disturbance such as the
flapping of a butterfly’s wings in South America, for ex-
ample, can affect the weather in Central Park. Similar-
ly, our current linear methodology of psychiatric dis-
orders must not be considered in a vacuum. Likewise,

physical and mental vital signs must be
viewed in their totality.

To quote Hippocrates yet again: “It is more
important to know what sort of person has
a disease than to know what sort of disease
a person has.” Nature loves homeostasis, and
our body naturally strives to attain it. Our per-
spective toward the human brain and body
should change. Human physiology is dy-
namic and changes from time to time. We
need to move away from the paradigm “there
is a pill for every ill.” 

As medicine moves toward electronic
health records and other high-tech innova-

tions, it is clear to me that those of us treating patients
with mental illness must remember that each person
must be treated differently. A comprehensive view of
each individual is needed. 

In addition, the way in which mental illness is defined
changes over time. 

For example, in 1977, the World Health Organiza-
tion’s ICD-9 listed homosexuality as a mental illness.
The WHO removed homosexuality in 1990. Several
years earlier, in 1973, it had been removed from the
American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Sta-
tistical Manual of Mental Disorders II. Pope Leo XIII
purportedly used to carry a hip flask of the coca-treat-
ed Vin Mariani with him, and he awarded a Vatican gold
medal to Angelo Mariani, known as the world’s first co-
caine millionaire. The drug was later outlawed in the
society.

We have made remarkable strides in psychiatry in re-
cent years. Given these advancements, we must ap-
proach our work holistically. 

Only when we reboot our approach to patients by in-
corporating psychosocial and behavioral interventions
into our armamentarium will we be able to meet the
needs of our patients. ■

DR. LAMBA is chief resident at St. Elizabeth’s Medical
Center, Boston.
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